
SWARF EXTRACTOR NOSE CONE

Fits most machines to remove swarf
direct from the tip of the cutter, using a
vacuum extractor. Remember, removing
swarf reduces
the risk of
ghosting.

£90.00
£90.00
£45.00
£45.00
£55.00
£5.00

EDGE CLAMP
Fits most machines with T-slot tables.
This handy clamp secures plates over
the top, eliminating bowing,
associated with
normal clamps.

FINGER CLAMP
Fits most machines with T-slot tables.
A very versatile clamp, with sliding locking
screw. Overclamp rear stop and corner
grip.

ALLEN KEYS

SWARF MASTER

SWARF MASTER £425.00

A comprehensive set of
extra length imperial or 
metric allen keys.
Indispensable for 
servicing your 
machines.

13 piece imperial set
9 piece metric set

£14.25
£12.25

SERVICE OIL
A high grade oil, essential
to maintain the smooth
running of your machine.

Check with our engineers
for suitability before using.SILICONE

LUBRICANT

Keep your engraving
machine running smoothly
with this silicone based
lubricant.

Check with our engineers
for suitability before using.

SILICONE   £7.00

UNIVERSAL
WORKHOLDING VICE

MINI
WORKHOLDER
Ideal for clamping
odd shaped items.

MINIVICE   £6.00

WATCH / MEDAL WORKHOLDER

A handy vice
for holding watches,
medals and other
round items.

WATCHVICE   £4.00

MINI G CLAMP

A useful 75mm tool for clamping
master templates to your
copy table Also useful as
an aid when glueing /
sealing.

A versatile clamp for holding
odd shaped items, especially
useful for gift engraving. Fits
directly into your existing
vice. Adjustable pins for
maximum versatility.

LEAF SPRING
Has your pantographs stylus
arm gone floppy? Firm it up
with a new leaf spring. Fits
most manual machines.

LEAF £8.00

NC21
NC22
NC23
NC24
NC25
NC26

Small nose 
Large nose 
Small nose delrin Insert
Large nose delrin insert
Nose cone ring (chip pan)
Nose spring

CORNER
CLAMP
£50.00

EDGE
£55.00

WEDGE CLAMP
Fits most machines with T-slot tables. This 
handy clamp secures plates over the top, 
tilting in to compensate for any material 
thickness, eliminating bowing, associated 
with normal clamps.

WEDGE £45.00

ALAF
ALMTRC

OIL   £6.75

MINI G   £1.00

UNIVICE   £11.00

A unique 216mm x 146mm ( 9" x 6")  work 
holding mat, which grips engravables 
securely. Completely re-usable and leaves 
no residue on your products.  Sold as single 
or pack of 10.

ENGRAVERS STICKY MAT

MAT   £6.40
MAT-PACK-10   £60.00

POLISHING MOPS & COMPOUNDS

POLKIT £190.00

WHITE/POL/SMALL
FLANNEL/POL/SMALL
SWAN/POL/SMALL
LAP/MOP
POL/COMP
CUT/COMP
PERSPEX/COMP
STEEL/COMP

White polishing mop
Flannelpolishing mop
Swansdown polishing mop
Abrasive mop
Polishing compound
Cutting compound
Compound for wood & plastic
Compound for stainless steel

£5.00
£5.50

£10.00
£17.00

£7.00
£7.00
£8.50
£8.50

Sales:  Tel: 01234 218226  Fax: 01234 269899
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Self contained
swarf & chip
removal system.
To fit all
engravers.
Either 50mm or 
30mm 
connection inlet.
Brushless motor
for continuous
running.

29cm

29cm

53cm


